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This paper introduces the notion of meta model provenance.
Meta model provenance helps to understand the origins of meta model
elements, such as language concepts, attributes, or constraints. Thus, it
should answer questions such as: where did this language concept come
from? under which assumptions was it introduced? Among others, meta
model provenance is intended to support the controlled evolution of languages and informed language (re-)design. In this paper, we focus on a
goal-driven meta model provenance approach. This is one specic operationalization of the meta model provenance concept, which shows how
goal models help to understand the origins of the elements of a conceptual
modeling language. To illustrate our goal-driven provenance approach,
we use a scenario from the electricity domain.
Abstract.

meta model provenance, modeling language design, goaldriven meta model provenance
Key words:

1 Introduction
With the proliferation of modeling languages and sharing of created models
[1, 2], questions regarding origins of a language specication emerge, e.g., where
did this language concept come from? for what purpose it was specied, under
what particular assumptions, and for what use scenarios? Existing approaches
to design modeling methods postulate an informed language design process,
within which, among others, use scenarios or requirements [3] are dened that
subsequently drive the denition of the language. However the dissemination of
modeling languages typically boils down to its abstract syntax, usually in the
form of a meta model (i.e., a set of concepts, their attributes, relations and
constraints), concrete syntax and semantics [4]. Thus, information regarding the
language's intension and domain constraints/requirements are either lost, or are
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captured in separate documentation that is not always available to an interested
audience.
Such a language specication with lacking documentation can result in an ad
hoc language (re-)design, expressing itself most prominently in an uncontrolled
evolution of modeling languages. Consider the Enterprise Architecture modeling
language ArchiMate [5]. For the core ArchiMate language, a set of requirements
and assumptions were dened [6], such as conceptual parsimony (meaning, to
keep the amount of concepts in the language to a minimum). However, these language requirements were never part of the core language specication. Largely
as a result of this, later extensions to ArchiMate have been dened that ignore
these language requirements. The resulting extensions are therefore not fully in
line with the ideas behind the original language. In the case of the ArchiMate's
motivation extension, this has resulted in concepts that can confuse language
users and/or concepts that are obsolete [7]. For example, the motivation extension has both the concepts of a driver and a goal, whereas according to the
principle of conceptual parsimony having the concept of a goal would arguably
suce.
In this paper, we focus on information regarding the origins of elements of language specication. We term this information as provenance. The term provenance refers to the origin, history or pedigree of some artifact [8]. In the Information Systems (IS) domain, the concept of data provenance is widely used to denote origin or history of data [8, 9, 10, 11]. Similarly, while not under the banner
of provenance, the conceptual modeling community, particularly Thalheim [12],
emphasizes analysis of conceptual models and modeling languages using a set
of questions based on the classical rhetorical frame introduced by Hermagoras
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of Temnos . Various modeling language design methods, such as [3, 13, 14, 15],
concretize a subset of these questions, focusing for example on stakeholder (who)
and scenario (why) analyses. Yet, in the light of provenance as we nd it in the
IS discipline, both such questions and the language design approaches fall short.
Particularly, in terms of how this information concretely relates to a language
specication, in which form this information can be captured, and (related) what
particular value this information as a language's provenance has.
Therefore, motivated by the shortcomings of the current state of documenting the information on origins of language specication, we propose a concept of
a

meta model provenance recording the intention standing behind the congura-

tion of a language specication. To capture the origins of a modeling language,
there is a need to dene (1) the provenance concept that would account for peculiarities of language design as well as (2) corresponding methods that would help
trace that provenance. Thus, we dene the concept of meta model provenance
considering the following aspects: (1) its scope, i.e., what it describes, (2) the way
it should be represented and the representation's formality level, and nally, (3)
the way it should be visualized and disseminated. We argue that capturing explicitly meta model provenance contributes to the

understandability of the meta
controlled language evolu-

model and its current conguration. Thus, it supports
1

Who, what, when, where, why, in what way, by what means?
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tion. Furthermore provenance contributes to informed language (re-)design, i.e.,
(re-)designing a language based on domain rules, use scenarios, (prospective)
language users, and purposes of language users.
In this paper we rst sketch the core idea of the meta model provenance
concept and show its overall design. Thereafter, we focus on goal-driven meta
model provenance, whereby we use goal models to capture the intension of the
elements of an abstract syntax. We use a case scenario from the electricity domain
to illustrate the goal-driven approach.
This paper is structured as follows. First, we introduce dierent aspects covered by Domain-Specic Modeling Language (DSML) design methods, and subsequently discuss how these are reected in dierent DSMLs. Next, we introduce
the concept of meta model provenance and motivate its role in the design and application of DSMLs. Then, we introduce a goal-driven meta model provenance
approach. Subsequently, the proposed approach is illustrated with a scenario
from the electricity domain. The paper concludes with nal remarks.

2 The Design of Domain-Specic Modeling Languages
Typically DSML design methods take domain characteristics as a point of departure, particularly in the form of the purposes of a DSML, prospective use scenarios, and domain constraints, cf., [3, 13, 14, 15]. Further, they propose to document the design decisions along the way. This all leads to what we terminformed
language design, meaning that the elements of a DSML are systematically reconstructed from the domain that they represent.
As a synthesis of dierent DSML design methods we observe that the following selected aspects inform the DSML design (note that, due to space considerations we cannot discuss each aspect in detail): (1)

Use scenarios, either in terms

of (a succession of ) tasks to be supported by a DSML [3], or in the form of user
stories [14]. (2)

Purposes, which are similar to scenarios, but without the specic

temporal ordering. Purposes are reected in selected DSML design guidelines
from [15], and in the requirements engineering approach from [16]. (3) Having
a

feedback loop

between initial versions of a DSML and its prospective users, in

terms of both agile process [14, 13], and the use of mock up diagrams to elicit
end user feedback [3]. (4)

Capturing domain features,

prominently in terms of

feature diagrams [17, 14]. Here features capture the variability of a domain, in
terms of features common to the domain (e.g., for the browsing domain of [17],
get and post), and features that dier across the domain (e.g., for browsing:
each browser can have a dierent set of plug-ins).
However, even if the above mentioned aspects are important for the design of
a DSML, the resulting DSMLs usually lack a concrete relation to them. Either
the aspects are (1) documented, but the documentation exists separate from the
DSML specication, it is not publicly available, or the documentation is written
in a natural language that is dierent from the DSML specication, or (2) the
documentation is not at all provided. Indeed, we have observed such a lack of
traceability not only in state-of-the-art enterprise modeling approaches such as
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ArchiMate [5] or in some DSMLs being part of Multi-perspective Enterprise
Modeling (MEMO) [4], but also in de facto standards such as Unied Modeling
Language (UML) [18].
During the design of ArchiMate requirements for modeling, analysis and visualization have been identied [6], and have helped to shape the core ArchiMate
language specication. However, these requirements are not explicitly traceable
to the nal language specication. This, consequently, increases the risk of developing extensions to ArchiMate that do not meet the initially dened requirements anymore (as with the motivation extension, discussed in the introduction).
Furthermore, recent languages being part of MEMO have been designed following the DSML design method by Frank [3]. As a result the relevant use
scenarios, general and specic requirements, as well as justication of designed
decisions have been documented, e.g., [19]. However, this information is not
always available to a wider audience as (1) it might be unclear where this information is stored, (2) it is disseminated only in German, as in [19].
UML presents similar issues in the sense that its initial general requirements
do not say much about how the nal language specication was decided upon
[18]. As a result, there are concepts in UML whose rationale is not clear, which
leads to dierent (mis)interpretations (e.g., purely in terms of semantics an aggregation relationship can be substituted by an association relationship with
corresponding cardinalities [18]).
To sum up: during language design there exists initial documentation about
the language purposes, their requirements and the intended use of a language.
However, that information is not linked to the resulting language specications,
neither is it always available to audiences interested in extending those languages. This introduces the danger of

uncontrolled evolution, which can already

be observed in standard languages such as ArchiMate. Therefore, we argue that
whenever the designed domain-specic modeling approach is to be used beyond
the specic group of people involved in its creation, it is imperative that one
captures the provenance of the language specication in terms of its origins: the
purposes standing behind a language, its use scenarios, and domain constraints.
Thereby, one fosters controlled language evolution, and the informed (re-)design
of conceptual modeling languages.

3 Meta Model Provenance
In this section, we rst characterize meta model provenance based upon a synthesis of language design literature and literature on data (visualization) provenance
(in Sect. 3.1). Following this, we focus on our exemplary provenance approach:
goal-driven meta model provenance (in Sect. 3.2).

3.1 Characterizing meta model provenance
For our research purposes, the provenance of a language specication is of importance. As most languages are dened by using a meta model, we further
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denote it as meta model provenance and focus on provenance of meta model
elements such as concepts, their attributes, relations, and constraints.
As per the introduction, the term provenance is used in a wide array of
domains [20, 21]. Two of these are relevant to us: data provenance and data
visualization provenance. Data (visualization) provenance approaches focus on
a static world view when dening the cornerstones of provenance. This is in contrast to capturing the provenance of dynamics, as prominently happening within
workow provenance [22]. Hence, in their way of thinking, data (visualization)
provenance approaches are close to what we intend to capture. Thus, in characterizing meta model provenance, we turn to key questions as dened in data
(visualization) provenance cf. [20, 21]: (1) what is the scope of the meta model
provenance, in terms of the type of information that can be captured? (2) how it
is represented and what level of formality is used? and (3) how can provenance
be visualized?
Accordingly, we structure our discussion on the proposed idea of meta model
provenance in line with these three aspects.

The scope of meta model provenance. Dierent research initiatives have
been undertaken with the aim to standardize the scope of data (visualization)
provenance. One important eort is the so called W7 model [23, 24]. The W7

model represents dierent components of provenance, namely what, when, where,
how, who, which and why, and their relationships to each other. In the W7 model,
data provenance is conceptualized as consisting of various events that happen
during the lifetime of the data from its creation to destruction, cf., [23]. Each
of the 7 Ws has its subtypes, for instance,

what

has among others subtypes

including creation, modication and publication, and ownership, whereas

how

can be classied into single and complex actions [10].
Likewise, but without using the term provenance per se, in the conceptual
modeling domain Thalheim [12] uses W-questions as a baseline for developing
a Theory of modeling. Thereby, he rst characterizes modeling by four core
characteristics: wherefore (purpose), whereof (origin), wherewith (language), and
worthiness (value). Subsequently, he details each of the core characteristics by
means of further Ws. For example, in the case of wherefore (purpose): how, why,
whereto, when, for which reason [12].
Although the proposed dimensions from both data provenance as well as
the theory of conceptual modeling by [12] constitute a comprehensive framework regarding dierent types of provenance information, it is unclear how 
concretely  this information complements conceptual modeling languages, and
what purpose the capturing of this information should particularly serve. Also,
the respective W frameworks provide few hints regarding the way in which the
information should be stored, retrieved, and visualized.
Turning now to the aspects informing the DSML design methods from Sect. 2,
we observe that each of them provides an answer to a subset of W-questions.

for whom?
for which purpose(s)?, whereas methods that capture domain features help
partly answer what? questions. However, while providing a valuable input,

For instance, scenario- and goal-driven methods answer questions like
and
to
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the aspects mentioned by the DSML design methods as such are insucient for
our purposes since they have not be designed with the idea of provenance in
mind. Thus, as discussed in Sect. 2, the provenance information resulting from
these design methods is insuciently documented and/or insuciently related
to a language specication.

Representation and the used level of formality. Provenance can be
represented at dierent levels of formality, depending on the analysis task to be
supported [20, 22]. Here the formality ranges from plain text annotations, up
to formalisms that can be automatically processed, such as the query inversion
described in [20] to retrieve data lineage in a database. The manner in which
provenance is represented has implications for the costs of recording it, the set
of analysis tasks it supports, and for its ease of use [20, 22]. For one, due to
their unrestrictive nature

plain text annotations

oer rich expressiveness, but

at the same time introduce the challenge of storing and retrieving the relevant
data [20]. In contrast, purely formal provenance approaches oer rich possibilities
for automated analyses, but often are dicult to come to grips with for average
end users [22]. As a semi-formal approach, conceptual modeling combines the
respective strengths of a purely plain text approach, and a purely formalized
approach. Like plain text annotation approaches it oers possibilities for rich
expressiveness, yet at the same time, it oers a subset of computer-supported
analysis capabilities from purely formal provenance approaches.

Provenance visualization. Depending on its audience and intended use,
provenance information can be visualized in dierent ways. In line with [20, 22]
this can be an informal way, e.g., by means of plain text notes, by means of
query results represented in the syntax of a query language, or by means of
visual graphs. Each visualization of provenance information comes with some
advantages and some drawbacks. Like the level of formality, a plain text description can be relatively easily prepared and requires no prior knowledge (only the
knowledge of the natural language it was expressed in is required). On the other
hand, using formal techniques, such as query languages, automated reasoning,
requires prior training and/or an engineering background.

3.2 A Goal-Driven Approach to Document Meta Model Provenance
In what follows, we show how meta model provenance can be operationalized
by focusing on the intention standing behind the current language specication.
Thus, we focus on the following subset of W-questions: (1) for what reasons?
This question concerns the goals and/or information needs of involved stakeholders that are going to be fullled; and (2) what? This question concerns
elements of the (meta) model that are aected by the purposes of a language,
or have been dened because of it.
In line with [16], we consider the goals of both direct users of a language (such
as language designers, or information analysts), and those that receive results
out of the use of a language (such as CxOs being interested in certain analysis
results). The goal-driven approach to document meta model provenance should
be able to: express why dierent concepts have been included in the language
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specication and which application scenarios the dierent meta model elements
are to support. Also, by relying on goal models one can check to what extent
models that are instantiated from the meta model comply with domain goals.

Requirements. To provide transparency with respect to assumptions and
desired features for our provenance approach (thus in a sense providing rudimentary provenance of our approach), we rst explicate the requirements for
our goal-driven meta model provenance approach. Thereafter, we discuss the
provenance approach itself.

R1:

Having a semi-formal provenance approach. With our goal-driven prove-

nance approach we are, on the one hand, interested in expressing domain goals,
the stakeholders behind these goals, and relations between goals. Thus, we are interested in having an approach with a rich expressiveness. On the other hand, we
are interested in performing computational analyses with our approach, prominently to check to what extent a model generated with the meta model is in line
with the domain goals. This implies computational reasoning capabilities for the
approach. Thus, all in all we are interested in a semi-formal provenance approach:
suciently rich in expressiveness to capture various facets of intentionality, yet
suciently computational to support reasoning.

R2: The visualization should t the users of this information, and the desired
use scenario. Thus, a minimal learning eort should be accounted for. As a result,
one should also decide on the way this information should be visualized for the
involved stakeholders so that the desired use cases can be supported. Here our
assumption is that goal models are at least accessible to the primary stakeholder
of a language: a language designer. Thereby, based on the existing modeling
expertise we assume that a language designer has familiarity with goal modeling
or, if not, that the eort to learn goal modeling is low.

R3: Having a close relation between language provenance and language specication. As already discussed in Sect. 2, keeping the documentation separate
from the language specication makes the specication less accessible to an interested audience. In addition, post hoc tracking of provenance introduces diculties such as forgetting the provenance over time, or by introducing an additional
rationalization bias by making up provenance reasons in retrospect. Therefore, capturing the provenance should ideally be done at the same time as, and
together with, the denition of the language specication.

R4:

Supporting dierent levels of granularity.

We should capture informa-

tion regarding both the intentional elements, and the origin of elements of the
language specication at dierent levels of granularity. If we desire to keep the
language specication close to the corresponding provenance information, it follows that we should cover comprehensively relations between dierent elements
of the language specication and elements of the language provenance. Concretely, this implies that provenance should be tracked both at (i) a ne-grained
level, i.e., on the level of attributes, roles, relations and cardinalities, and at (ii)
the level of meta types, constraints, or even clusters of those.

R5:

Having software tool support.

As stated, we are interested in a semi-

formal approach, in part because this provides us with computational reasoning
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attribute : attributeType

attribute : attributeType

C01
Constraint

role2 0..*

Fig. 1: GRL4DSML Design Meta Model

support. In particular, we are interested in compliance checking of language
specication elements with provenance elements, as well as compliance of the
models instantiated from the meta model with the domain goals. To support us
in this task, a software tool is required that provides reasoning capabilities.

The GRL4DSML Approach for Goal-Driven Meta Model Provenance. Guided by the above requirements we now introduce the GRL4DSML
approach for capturing the provenance of the language specication using goal
models. GRL4DSML consists of two parts: (1) a meta model, for conceptually
expressing elements of an abstract syntax, intentional elements, and a relationship between abstract syntax elements and intentional elements; and (2) a process, for using the GRL4DSML meta model to capture language provenance in
a goal-driven manner.

The GRL4DSML meta model

is shown in Fig. 1. It integrates concepts from

both GORE (Goal-Oriented Requirement Engineering) and DSML design, and
denes connections among these concepts. On the GORE side, we use a core
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subset of the Goal-oriented Requirements Language (GRL) [25] meta model.
GRL oers the following main concepts. Goals are objectives that a stakeholder
(modeled as an actor) would like to achieve. To achieve goals, actors may employ
resources (physical or informational entities) and perform tasks. We take GRL
as the baseline because it is standardized by the Telecommunication Standard-

2

ization Sector (ITU-T) and has a mature tool support in terms of jUCMNav .
On the DSML design side, a core set of meta modeling concepts is extracted
and included. Meta modeling is a means to specify DSMLs, where the abstract
syntax of a DSML includes the following elements: (1) a meta model that denes the constructs of the DSML, and (2) a set of well-formedness constraints.
In the example we use the MEMO Meta Modeling Language (MML [26]). It
oers meta types, their attributes and relations, as well as possibility to dene
OCL constraints. MML, when compared to `traditional' meta modeling languages (e.g., the Meta Object Facility of UML), provides additional language
constructs such as intrinsic attributes and relations. Such intrinsicness means
that the attribute/relation is instantiated only at the instance level and not at
the type level, and is visualized with a white letter i on a black background.
We enumerate the following main constructs in the GRL4DSML meta
model: meta types, attributes, and relations. Recall that the purpose of
GRL4DSML is to guide the DSML design with goals of DSML stakeholders and
to document such a provenance. To this end, we require the traceability from
DSML constructs to goals of stakeholders to indicate that the latter motivates
the existence of the former.
Well-formedness constraints associated with a DSML further restrict the
shape of instances the DSML can express for the purpose of goal achievement:
all instances of the DSML must make these constraints true, and the validity
of the constraints guarantees (to an extent) the fulllment of goals. As a consequence, constraints resemble a special type of informational resources oered
by the DSML to contribute to the fulllment of goals. To capture this in the
GRL4DSML meta model, we extend the Resource concept from GRL with a
stereotype DSLConstraint.
The legend at the bottom of Fig. 1 summarizes the visual notation that we
use to illustrate the application of GRL4DSML in the case scenario (Sect. 4). For
GRL concepts, we reuse GRL's concrete syntax. For meta modeling concepts, we
reuse MML's concrete syntax, which is similar to class diagrams. The trace links
between meta modeling concepts (e.g., a meta type) and GRL concepts (e.g., a
goal) are illustrated visually by dashed arrows (from the meta type to the goal).
As a shortcut, such tracing information can also be depicted by marking the
source end of a trace link (i.e., meta type) with a trace marker, which is a green
star with the name of the target end (i.e., goal).

The GRL4DSML Process is characterized by four key steps. Step 1 concerns

capturing stakeholder goals in a goal model. Please note that stakeholder refers
here to both the domain actors as well as a language designer. Step 2 concerns
dening an initial version of the abstract syntax. Such an initial version can either
2

http://jucmnav.softwareengineering.ca/ucm/bin/view/ProjetSEG/WebHome
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be empty or contain only the main target concept of the DSML and remains at
a high level of abstraction. Step 3 concerns gradually extending the DSML's
abstract syntax guided by the goals in the goal model. Note that we only need
to focus on the leaf goals in the goal model because the achievement of higher
level goals is calculated based on the achievement of leaf goals. Step 4 concerns
evolving the goal model accordingly, because the evolution of the abstract syntax
model of the DSML can give rise to new goals that have been overlooked in the
rst step. Such a co-evolution process continues until no new goals are detected,
and all the goals and their achievement are captured by the DSML's abstract
syntax.
In the next section, we show how the denition of an exemplary language in
terms of an abstract syntax can be combined with a goal model to capture the
intention behind a particular language specication.

4 Case Scenario: Substation Automation

Fig. 2: Goal model capturing the intentions of the technology provider

This case scenario focuses on designing a DSML for IT infrastructure modeling in the electricity domain. It is part of a larger research project that concerns
an assessment of both the technical and economic feasibility of an electricity
domain initiative. The idea is that while more and more initiatives in the electricity domain are enabled by IT (IT being, e.g., smart meters), the realization
of such initiatives in the marketplace requires an economic assessment next to
the technical one, prominently in terms of the actors involved and what they
exchange of value with one another [27]. Since characteristics of an IT infrastructure inuence the economical side and vice versa [28], we thus have a need
to model IT infrastructure as part of this project.
For scoping reasons, we focus our example on the modeling of substation
PCs. In the electricity grid, substations transform high-level voltage, as usually
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generated by large power plants, to medium to low level voltage suitable for
end users (households or small businesses). Substation PCs, then, act as a single
point of contact for monitoring the activities in a substation. This concerns both
regular activity, such as transmitting metering data, and signaling abnormalities,
such as power spikes or disruptions in the electricity ow.
We start with a goal model (Fig. 2) that captures the intentions of the technology provider (Step 1). Then, the

DSML Initialization

(Step 2) takes place.

As shown in Fig. 3a the DSML initially has a single meta type SubstationPC
to designate the substation PCs being modeled. Each substation PC possesses
a unique serial number, modeled by an attribute SN of type string.

DSML Extension to Support G2. We elaborate in the following how the
DSML is extended to enable the discussion of the fulllment of the leaf goals
in the goal model (Step 3). This is done by including the necessary elements
in the DSML. For example, consider G2: Persistent Data Storage with Redundancy. The description of G2 uncovers two concepts: persistent data storage
and redundancy. As a response, for capturing the concept of persistent data
storage the language designer introduces a new meta type SecondaryStorage
into the abstract syntax. In addition, to characterize a data storage device, a
brand name, a model number, and its capacity are also included in the abstract
syntax by means of three new attributes for SecondaryStorage: dataStorageBrand and dataStorageModel of type string, and capacity of type double.
Moreover, a new (containment) relation is also introduced, from the SubstationPC meta type to the meta type SecondaryStorage, to indicate that data
storage devices are components of a substation PC. No restriction is imposed on
the cardinalities of the association. Thus, they are set to the most general one,
namely 0..*.
For capturing the concept of redundancy, the language designer adds a
property to express redundancy to data storage devices. This is done by referring
to the RAID (Redundant Array of Independent Disks) technology, which is a
data storage virtualization technology for the purpose of data redundancy. More

has
SubstationPC
i SN : String

1..1

0..*

C01
C01
SubstationPC
i SN : String

(a) Initial version

Context SecondaryStorage inv:
Self.RAIDLevel >= 1

SecondaryStorage

dataStorageBrand : String
dataStorageModel : String
RAIDLevel : Integer G2
capacity : Double

(b) Intermediate version to support G2

Fig. 3: Evolution of Substation PC DSML design
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specically, yet another new attribute RAIDLevel of type integer is introduced
to class SecondaryStorage, to indicate at which level the RAID technology is
implemented in a given data storage device.
Fig. 3b now shows the modied version of the abstract syntax, including the
elements for expressing secondary storage characteristics. The motivation of the
current version of the DSML design is documented by tracing the new language
constructs in the abstract syntax of the DSML to the corresponding goal in the
goal model, in this case goal G2.
Note that the new constructs introduced in the DSML make it possible to
express instances (i.e., substation PCs), with which one can discuss about the
achievement of G2. However, the actual level of fulllment of G2 is still to be
decided by the value of the RAIDLevel attribute in the instances. More specically, no redundancy is provided if the RAID level is 0. We add a new constraint
C01 in the abstract syntax of the DSML to reect the checking of this value.
This constraint is captured in the goal model as a resource oered by the DSML
which contributes to the full achievement of G2 (marked by label make).

DSML Extension to Support G1-G6. By applying Step 3 to the other
leaf goals (except for G7, which is considered only later) in a similar manner,
the abstract syntax of the substation PC DSML further evolves to the version
captured in Fig. 4. We mark the motivation of each construct directly by the
name of the corresponding goal in the abstract syntax, to avoid repeating the
goal model diagram.

Goal Model Extension. At this stage, the language designer notices that
there are duplications of attributes among the following classes: PowerSupply, PrimaryStorage, SecondaryStorage, and Case. Namely, all the hardware components use two attributes to capture the brand and model, and two
data storage classes share the capacity attribute. Instead of duplicating these
attributes from one to another, a better way to implement this would be to introduce generalization/specialization. Such an intention of the language designer
is captured by a new goal G8: Reuse (Step 4), which acts as the motivation of
the new abstract meta types HardwareElement and StorageDevice, and the
corresponding inheritance relations (Step 3).

SecondaryStorage
PowerSupply

G1

powerSupplyBrand : String
powerSupplyModel : String
isHotSwappable : Boolean G4 0..*
Case

1..1
1..1
SubstationPC

0..*

i SN : String

G6

isRackMountable : Boolean
caseBrand : String
caseModel : String

has

has

has

G6

0..1

1..1

1..1

PrimaryStorage
has
0..*

G2

dataStorageBrand : String
dataStorageModel : String
RAIDLevel : Integer G2
isHotSwappable : Boolean
capacity : Double

G5

G3

dataStorageBrand : String
dataStorageModel : String
isECC : Boolean G3
capacity : Double

Fig. 4: Substation PC DSML intermediate version to support leaf goals G1-G6
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New
New

New
New

New

New
New
New

C04
G4

C06 C06
C04
PowerSupply
DataStorage
PowerSupply
DataStorage
Case Case
C04
C06isRackMountable : Boolean
isHotSwappable
capacity
: Double
isHotSwappable
: Boolean: Boolean
capacity
: Double
: Boolean
PowerSupply
DataStorage
G6 isRackMountable
Case
isHotSwappable : Boolean

capacity : Double

isRackMountable : Boolean

G3

C02

HardwareElement
C01
isECC : Boolean
HardwareElement
C01
SecondaryStorage
has
brand : String
C03 SecondaryStorage
SubstationPC has
HardwareElement
brand :model
String: String
RAIDLevel : Integer
C03C01
1..1
0..*
C05
SubstationPC
C02
SecondaryStorage
averageLifeSpan
: Float C03
i SN : String
: String
isHotSwappable
G2
has model
brand
: String
RAIDLevel
: Integer: Boolean

C02

1..1

SubstationPC
i SN : String
i SN : String

C01

C01

0..*

1..1

Context SecondaryStorage inv:
self.RAIDLevel >= 1

G7

averageLifeSpan
model : String: Float

0..*

C02

C02
Context SecondaryStorage inv:
C02
Context SecondaryStorage
inv:
self.RAIDLevel
>= 1
C04

Context PowerSupply inv:
self.isHotSwappable = true

PowerSupply inv:
C04ContextContext
PowerSupply inv:

self.isHotSwappable
= true = true
self.isHotSwappable

C05

averageLifeSpan : Float

isHotSwappable : Boolean
C05 RAIDLevel : Integer

Context SubstationPC inv:
powerSupply.size() >= 1

Context SubstationPC inv:
Context SubstationPC
powerSupply.size()
>= 1 inv:

C01

self.RAIDLevel >= 1

C04

PrimaryStorage
PrimaryStorage
isECC : Boolean

isECCPrimaryStorage
: Boolean

C03

C03

powerSupply.size() >= 1

C05

self.isECC = true

Context SecondaryStorage inv:
Context
SecondaryStorage
inv:
self.isECC
= true
self.isECC = true

Context SecondaryStorage inv:
self.isHotSwappable = true

C06

C05 C05Context SecondaryStorage inv:
Context SecondaryStorage inv:

C06
C06

self.isHotSwappable
= true
self.isHotSwappable
= true

G5

isHotSwappable : Boolean
C03
Context SecondaryStorage inv:

Context Case inv:
self.isRackMountable = true

Context Case inv:
Context Case inv:
self.isRackMountable
self.isRackMountable==true
true

Fig. 5: Updated Goal Model (top) and DSML (bottom), and traceability

DSML Extension to Support G7. Finally, the DSML is extended to
support also G7 (Step 3). This is done by introducing yet another attribute
averagelifespan of type integer to class HardwareElement.
Fig. 5 presents the nal version of the substation PC DSML (at the bottom)
and the updated goal model with new goals and constraints (at the top). Note
that by enforcing all the constraints in the DSML, the corresponding leaf goals
are achieved fully for any substation PC instantiated from it. Please also note
that with our approach, the constraints can be switched on and o, depending
on the needs of the language user. For example, if at a later stage the technology
provider notices that there is also a market for substation PCs without hot
swappable power supply, the corresponding constraint C04 can be switched o.
The resulting DSML would then also allow the specication of substation PCs
without this feature.
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5 Conclusions and Outlook
In this paper we have introduced the overall idea of meta model provenance
and presented a goal-driven approach to achieve it. We argued that meta model
provenance must be able to record the intension behind the elements of a given
abstract syntax, to support the controlled evolution and the informed (re-)design
of languages.
The goal-driven approach oers a semi-formal representation that helps to
capture the scope of a given language as well as the main motivation(s) behind
its design decisions, i.e., why concepts have been introduced. Due to its visual
expressiveness, it also helps to communicate with stakeholders that are usually
involved in the design of a language, i.e., language designers as well as nal users.
In this way, the idea of meta model provenance aims to complement and support
existing modeling methods rather than substitute them.
However, to this end more research work needs to be conducted. First of all,
despite the benets oered by our approach, one should also investigate the impact it has on large language design projects. As such, the Return on Provenance
Eort (RoPE) should be overall positive. This means that the GRL4DSML process should help controlling the evolution and (re-)design of languages while
clearly justifying the eort invested at each step. Second, ways to handle the
inherent complexity of the provenance eort should also be investigated as the
volume of provenance-related information could potentially dwarf the language
specication itself. Third, we should also investigate mechanisms to fully exploit
features oered by our goal-driven approach. For instance software tools to fully
support compliance checking of languages, as well as (automatically) switching
on and o constraints. Finally, governance regarding how much provenance must
be exposed to dierent audiences requires additional research.
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